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Abstract 24 

The diffusive mass exchange of eight major elements (Si, Ti, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Na and 25 

K) between natural, nominally dry shoshonitic and rhyolitic melts was studied at 26 

atmospheric pressure and temperatures between 1230 and 1413 °C using the diffusion 27 

couple method. For six elements, effective binary diffusion coefficients were calculated 28 

by means of a concentration-dependent method to obtain an internally consistent dataset. 29 

Among these components, the range in diffusivities is restricted, pointing to a coupling of 30 

their diffusive fluxes. We find that the calculated diffusivities fit well into the Arrhenius 31 

relation, with activation energies (Ea) ranging from 258 kJ/mol to 399 kJ/mol in rhyolitic 32 

(70 wt.% SiO2) melt and from 294 to 426 kJ/mol in latitic melt (58 wt.% SiO2). Ti shows 33 

the lowest Ea, while Si, Fe, Mg, Ca and K have a similar value. A strong linear 34 

correlation is observed between log D0 and Ea, confirming the validity of the 35 

compensation law for this system. Uphill diffusion is observed in Al in the form of a 36 

concentration minimum in the rhyolitic side of the couple, (at ca. 69 wt.% SiO2), and in 37 

Na indicated by a maximum in the shoshonitic side (ca. 59 wt.% SiO2). Fe shows weak 38 

signs of uphill diffusion, possibly due to the contribution of ferric iron. The data 39 

presented here extend the database of previously published diffusivities in the shoshonite-40 

rhyolite system (González-Garcia et al. 2017) towards the water-free end and allows us to 41 

better constrain the water-dependence of major element diffusion at very low water 42 

concentrations. Combining both datasets, we find that log D is proportional to the square 43 

root of water concentration for a range between 0 and 2 wt.% H2O. These results are of 44 

particular interest in the study of mass transfer phenomena in alkaline volcanic systems. 45 
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 49 

Introduction 50 

Chemical diffusion in silicate melts is a primary process governing several kinetic 51 

phenomena in nature. Some magmatic processes that depend on diffusion are the growth 52 

and dissolution of minerals (e.g., Zhang et al. 1989; Liang 2003), interaction of magmas 53 

with xenoliths and country rocks (Watson, 1982), and the mass transfer rates during 54 

magma mixing events (Morgavi et al. 2016). To adequately describe and model these 55 

occurrences, the diffusion process must be accurately known. Although a significant 56 

volume of data is already available in the literature (for a detailed summary, see Zhang et 57 

al. 2010), the number of studies addressing melts of natural compositions and specific 58 

magmatic systems is still scarce. Among them, González-García et al. (2017, 2018) 59 

provided a database of major and trace element diffusion in the shoshonite-rhyolite 60 

system from Vulcano island (Aeolian archipelago, Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy), and other 61 

similar magmatic systems worldwide. In the Aeolian Islands, particularly in Lipari and 62 

Vulcano, three magmatic endmembers have been identified, such as shoshonite, latite and 63 

rhyolite, and the evidence of mixing between them is widespread (Vetere et al., 2015; 64 

Nicotra et al., 2018; Rossi et al., 2019, Bullock et al., 2019). The Vulcano system has 65 

been active in historical times, and enclaves, banded pumices and disequilibrium mineral 66 

textures are common (Gioncada et al. 2003, Nicotra et al., 2018). Diffusive fractionation 67 

models of major and trace elements can be used to gain knowledge on the timescales 68 
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involved in pre-eruptive mixing processes (Petrelli et al., 2006; Perugini et al., 2008, 69 

2010), and new data could lead to the improvements such timescales with existing 70 

chronometers (Perugini et al., 2015), which would impact risk assessment in a populated 71 

volcanic archipelago.  72 

In this work, we aim to complete the previously published internally consistent 73 

database by focusing on the interdiffusion of eight major elements (Si, Al, Ti, Fe, Mg, 74 

Ca, Na and K) occurring between nominally dry (ca. 0.02 wt.% H2O) shoshonitic and 75 

rhyolitic melts at atmospheric pressure and different temperatures (1230-1413 ºC). Our 76 

main aim is to determine, where possible, the effective binary diffusion (EBD) 77 

coefficients and establishing their temperature dependence by the Arrhenius equations. In 78 

the EBD approach, diffusivities are obtained for the component of interest considering 79 

the remaining components as a single component. In consequence, the obtained data are 80 

of more restricted applicability and can only be applied to the studied compositions or 81 

those not differing strongly, but they are potentially more useful in the study of natural 82 

systems. Also, non-Fickian phenomena (e.g., uphill diffusion) cannot be addressed. The 83 

second aim of this work is to better constrain the dependence of major element diffusivity 84 

on water content for the shoshonite-rhyolite system by extending the previously 85 

published dataset (González-García et al. 2017) towards water-poor melts, given that 86 

strong diffusivity variations are expected in such low water contents. The results 87 

presented here have implications for the study of magmatic processes in natural 88 

environments in the shoshonite-rhyolite and similar systems.  89 

 90 

Materials and methods 91 
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Starting materials and glass synthesis 92 

Two compositionally distinct natural volcanic rocks from recent eruptions of the 93 

Vulcano system were used as end-members in the diffusion experiments. The least 94 

evolved (more mafic) composition is a shoshonite (Vetere et al. 2007; Davì et al. 2009) 95 

from the Vulcanello lava platform, emplaced in the eruption period ending at c.a. 1250 96 

AD (Keller 1980; Arrighi et al. 2006; De Astis et al. 2006). The more evolved, silicic 97 

end-member was sampled at the Pietre Cotte lava flow, which was produced in the la 98 

Fossa eruption of 1739 AD (Keller, 1980; Frazzetta et al. 1983); it is represented by a 99 

high-K rhyolitic obsidian (Clocchiatti et al. 1994; De Astis et al. 1997, Piochi et al. 100 

2009). These two end-members represent the most extreme compositions erupted in the 101 

Vulcano system in the last two millennia (De Astis et al. 2006). 102 

Rock samples without alteration and contamination of enclaves were selected, cleaned 103 

with distilled water and finally ground in an agate mortar to produce a fine-grained 104 

powder. Homogenization of the two end-members was achieved through two cycles of 105 

melting at 1600ºC and atmospheric pressure for 4 hours, using a Nabertherm ® HT 04/17 106 

furnace, followed by a rapid quench and re-crushing of the obtained glass. Powders were 107 

re-melted inside a Pt80Rh20 crucible (Morgavi et al. 2015) and then rapidly quenched. 108 

Quenching of the shoshonitic melt was achieved by pouring into a plate, while the 109 

rhyolite was freely cooled in air. Glasses were analyzed for major element composition 110 

(Figure 1 and Table 1) by means of an electron microprobe. 111 

The produced shoshonite and rhyolite glasses were drilled and cut into cylinders with 112 

a diameter of 16 mm and height between 6 and 8 mm. One end of each cylinder was 113 
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polished to produce a flat and smooth surface to perfectly pair the two selected 114 

compositions. 115 

 116 

Experimental setup  117 

Diffusion experiments were carried out using a diffusion couple technique (Baker, 118 

1989; Baker, 1990; Nowak and Behrens, 1997). The produced glass cylinders from each 119 

end-member were placed inside a cylindrical alumina (Al2O3) crucible with an inner 120 

diameter of 16 mm, an outer diameter of 20 mm and height of 30 mm (Figure 2). The 121 

denser shoshonitic glass was placed at the bottom, and the rhyolitic at the top of the 122 

couple, in contact through their polished ends to avoid gravitational overturning. 123 

Table 2 summarizes the experimental conditions. Runs were performed at ambient 124 

pressure and high temperature (1230 to 1413 ºC) inside a Nabertherm® furnace, with a 125 

run duration of 4 hours. Once the furnace reached the experimental temperature, the 126 

alumina crucible with the diffusion couple was placed inside the chamber. In addition to 127 

the furnace thermocouples, temperature was monitored using an in-house built S-type 128 

thermocouple (Pt10Rh90 vs. Pt) within an Al2O3 sheath, positioned ca. 0.5 cm above the 129 

sample. OMEGA wireless thermocouple transmitters UWTC-Series were employed 130 

(OMEGA Engineering, INC., Stamford, Connecticut, USA). Uncertainty on temperature 131 

measurements is on the order of ±0.5 K (Vetere et al., 2019). Once the experiment was 132 

finished, the furnace was opened, and the crucible was placed outside on a ceramic plate, 133 

carefully avoiding any shaking. Cooling to near-ambient temperature is achieved within 134 

few minutes, and cooling rates in higher than 250 K/min are achieved.   135 

  136 
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Analytical procedure 137 

The experimental products (alumina crucible containing the diffusion couple glass) 138 

were cut longitudinally, and sections with a thickness of 150 µm were produced for 139 

analysis by electron microprobe (EPMA). Major element glass compositions were 140 

obtained by a Cameca SX-100 electron microprobe at the Institute of Mineralogy of the 141 

Leibnitz University of Hannover (Germany). Operating conditions were an accelerating 142 

potential of 15 kV, beam current of 4 nA and a defocused beam diameter of 10 µm to 143 

minimize alkali loss. Precision and accuracy were tested by measuring VG-568 (rhyolite) 144 

and VG-2 (basalt) reference glasses (Jarosewich et al. 1980; Helz et al. 2014). No 145 

evidence of alkali loss was observed during analyses. The analytical error varies from 1% 146 

for SiO2 to 10 % for minor oxides. Two linear profiles centered at the interface with a 147 

length between 2 and 4 mm were measured for each experiment, taking care to avoid 148 

zones affected by bubble migration (see details reported below). The spacing between 149 

spots varied between 12 and 25 µm.  150 

Moreover, in two of the experiments one additional profile was acquired across the 151 

alumina-glass interface, to check for the possible effect of aluminum diffusion from the 152 

refractory material to the studied glasses. Results show that contamination was limited to 153 

less than 500 µm in the shoshonite and less than 100 µm in the rhyolite. 154 

Two of the experiments (AP-1 and AP-2) were also analyzed for water content by 155 

Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The device used is a Bruker IFS88 156 

spectrometer coupled with an IR-Scope II microscope (Institut für Mineralogie, Leibniz 157 

Universität Hannover). Spectra were acquired in the mid-infrared region (MIR) of the 158 

spectrum, in which the fundamental OH stretching vibration band at 3550 cm-1 is of 159 
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interest for quantification of the total water content. The amplitude of the band was 160 

measured after subtraction of a linear baseline, and concentrations were calculated using 161 

the modified Beer-Lambert law and mid-infrared absorbance of 67 L·mol-1·cm-1 as given 162 

by Stolper (1982).  163 

In order to constrain the oxidation state of Fe, small glass chips (<10 mg) from the two 164 

ends of the diffusion couples were analysed by the wet-chemical colorimetric method 165 

described by Schuessler et al. (2008). Fe2+/Fetot ratio was determined by absorption 166 

spectrometry in the visual spectrum using a Shimadzu UV 1800 UV/VIS spectrometer. 167 

This method allows to determine the Fe2+/Fetot ratios with high precision (typically within 168 

< 3%). 169 

 170 

Evaluation of diffusion profiles 171 

Concentration-dependent, EBD coefficients were calculated form the concentration-172 

distance profiles using the modified Boltzmann-Matano method by Sauer and Freise 173 

(1962), following a three-step procedure that comprises (1) normalization of the 174 

compositional range, (2) fitting the analytical data by a polynomial function and (3) 175 

calculation of the diffusion coefficients from the polynomial. The calculation was 176 

implemented in a Python programming language script (Oliphant, 2007; González-Garcia 177 

et al., 2018). The analytical solution for one-dimension molar volume independent 178 

diffusion from Sauer and Freise (1962) was used: 179 

 180 

   𝐷(𝑥) =
1

−2𝑡(𝜕𝑐/𝜕𝑥)
[(1 − 𝑐(𝑥)) ∫ 𝑐𝑑𝑥 + 𝑐(𝑥) ∫ (1 − 𝑐(𝑥))𝑑𝑥

𝑥

−∞

∞

𝑥
] (1) 181 

 182 
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where c(x) is the normalized composition of the diffusing component. Boundary 183 

conditions are, c(x) =1 at x = -∞, and c(x) = 0 at x = ∞. 184 

The application of the Sauer and Freise method results in a continuous variation of 185 

diffusion coefficients in the compositional space, assigning one diffusivity value to each 186 

point in the concentration-distance profile (see Supplementary Table ii). However, this 187 

results in artifacts in the extreme ends of the profile, where the diffusive slope tends to 188 

plateau. For this reason, diffusivities are given here for a range between 20 and 80% of 189 

the compositional interval between end-members. To make easier the comparison of data, 190 

diffusion coefficients of all six elements were extracted from the resulting data at four 191 

compositions corresponding to 20%, 40%, 60 % and 80% of the end-member 192 

compositional range, respectively corresponding to a latite (herein Lt58), two trachytes 193 

(Tr62 and Tr66) and a rhyolite (Rh70). Subscripts represent the SiO2 contents (details on 194 

this procedure are reported in González-García et al. (2017, 2018). End-member and 195 

intermediate compositions for all four experimental runs are listed in Table 3. 196 

 197 

Results 198 

Run products 199 

An example of a section through an experimental product is given in Figure 3a. It is 200 

noteworthy to mention the prominent curvature of the melt-melt interface and the surface 201 

of the rhyolitic glass. This configuration is most probably due to wetting behaviour at the 202 

three-phase contact (alumina-melt-air) and is probably established at the beginning of the 203 

experiment. Due to the large diameter/thickness ratio of the couple cylinders, the central 204 

zone can be considered flat (Figures 3b and 3c). Water contents estimated from FTIR in 205 
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two of the experiments (AP-1 and AP-2) yielded average results of 0.021 ± 0.004 wt.% at 206 

the interface region (see Table 4). However, far from the interface rhyolitic melt 207 

increases to 0.030 wt.%, and shoshonite decreases to 0.013 wt.%. These values are one 208 

order of magnitude lower than those found in the nominally dry glasses from González-209 

García et al. (2017), ca. 0.3 wt.%, using the same end-members in high-pressure diffusion 210 

couple experiments (see Discussion section). This difference is explained by hydrogen 211 

infiltration through capsule walls and subsequent reduction of Fe3+ in the high-pressure 212 

experiments, which were performed inside closed noble metal (Au80Pd20) capsules, as 213 

opposed to the open Al2O3 crucible used in this work that allows water to escape freely. 214 

All experimental glasses are crystal-free but show a small amount of bubbles 215 

concentrated in the interface and the rhyolitic sides. The rhyolite contains about 3 vol% 216 

of bubbles with variable sizes between 25 and 200 µm which originate from the synthesis 217 

using powder as starting materials. Additionally, bubbles are visible at the interface 218 

between shoshonite and rhyolite as well as at the interface between the melts and the 219 

crucible walls. These bubbles originate from trapped air which was enclosed during 220 

melting of glass cylinders. Considering the size of the bubbles and the high viscosity of 221 

the rhyolite melt, the bubbles are basically immobile on the time scale of the experiments. 222 

However, such bubbles may disturb chemical exchange between both melt bodies and, 223 

therefore, bubble-bearing areas were carefully avoided in profiling.     224 

 225 

Effective experimental duration 226 

Although nominal experimental times were 4 hours counted from the closure of the 227 

furnace after introducing the crucible, actual dwell time at the experimental temperature 228 
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is shorter due to the required heating-up times. Heat-up ramps measured at the start of the 229 

experiments allowed to define the “real dwell temperature” (Table 2). The thermal 230 

evolution of heat-up period indicates that experimental temperatures are achieved within 231 

5 K approximately after 290 (run AP-4) to 380 seconds (run AP-1) after the closure of the 232 

furnace (Figure 4), less than 3% of the nominal run time. Effective experiment durations 233 

were calculated by assuming an Arrhenian behaviour of diffusivity during heat-up ramps 234 

and integrating the diffusivity as a function of T with respect to t during that interval 235 

(Zhang and Behrens 2000). Thus, the effective heating time (teff) can be calculated by the 236 

following expression (Koepke and Behrens 2001): 237 

𝑡𝑒𝑓𝑓 = ∫
𝐷𝑇(𝑡)

𝐷𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝
𝑑𝑡 = ∫ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

𝐸𝑎

𝑅
· (

1

𝑇(𝑡)
−

1

𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝
))𝑑𝑡   (2) 238 

where DT(t) is diffusivity as a function of temperature, which is itself a function of time, 239 

T(t); DTexp is the diffusivity at the experimental dwell temperature (Texp); Ea is the 240 

activation energy and R the ideal gas constant.  241 

The Ea values, given in Table 5, were used in the calculation. As expected for each 242 

experiment, activation energies vary along the diffusion profile, and as a consequence, 243 

the average of the listed values was used for a given element. Given the similarities of 244 

this value for all elements, we assumed 350 kJ/mol in our calculation, which is near the 245 

average of all of them. As a result, calculated effective heating times were in the order of 246 

151 s (run AP-4) to 210 s (run AP-1). A variation of 50 kJ/mol in Ea results in a 247 

difference of <10 s in heating time. Final effective experiment durations are listed in 248 

Table 2. Given the way sample cooling was achieved, we cannot account for cooling 249 

timescales, but we assume it is much faster than heating and therefore its effects are 250 

negligible. 251 
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 252 

Iron oxidation state 253 

Since experiments are performed in air, highly oxidizing conditions are expected.  254 

Determination of the iron oxidation state (Figure 5) by a colorimetric wet-chemical 255 

method (Schuessler et al. 2008) indicates that no significant variation can be observed 256 

with increasing temperature. Fe2+/Fetot ratios range from 0.33 to 0.37 for shoshonitic 257 

glasses, and from 0.40 to 0.45 for rhyolitic glasses in the diffusion couples in the 258 

temperature interval from 1230 to 1413 ºC. Using these Fe2+/Fetot ratios, the Borisov et al. 259 

(2018) model predicts oxygen fugacity (given as log fO2/bar) ranging from -4.5 at 1230 260 

ºC to -3.2 at 1413 ºC for shoshonitic melts and from -3.7 to -2.4 for rhyolitic melts, i.e. 261 

approximately 2.0 to 2.5 log units below the magnetite-hematite oxygen buffer (MH). 262 

Observed differences in log fO2/bar between the halves of the diffusion couples are <0.8 263 

log units. Since diffusion experiments were performed at a temperature lower than the 264 

synthesis temperature of 1600ºC (and therefore higher log fO2), redox equilibrium in the 265 

couples must be achieved by oxygen in-diffusion over several mm. This process is too 266 

slow to change the ferric/ferrous iron ratio near the interface, and, hence, experiments are 267 

performed at constant Fe2+/Fetot rather than at constant oxygen fugacity. These variations 268 

may have an impact on the derived Fe diffusivities. 269 

 270 

Diffusion data 271 

Figure 6 shows an example of the concentration-distance profiles measured with the 272 

EPMA. The complete dataset of EPMA concentration-distance profiles is reported as 273 

Supplementary Table i. Eight of the major oxides (SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, FeOT, MgO, 274 
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CaO, Na2O, and K2O) are well resolved throughout the length of the profiles (FeOT 275 

denotes total iron expressed as FeO). All oxides except Al2O3 and Na2O show a normal 276 

diffusive behaviour, which can be explained by the Fick’s laws of diffusion. Hence, an 277 

effective binary diffusion approach (EBD) is possible. However, it should be pointed out 278 

that diffusivities obtained using the EBD are only applicable to compositions and 279 

conditions studied here, and thus are not transferable to widely different compositional 280 

systems. In order to obtain a complete description of the interdiffusion in a 281 

multicomponent system, a diffusion matrix is required, but in practice such matrix can be 282 

constraint only in simpler systems (up to 8 components; Guo and Zhang, 2016, 2018) and 283 

needs a different experimental approach (e.g., Liang 2010); hence it is beyond the scope 284 

of this work. 285 

Figure 6a shows concentrations recalculated to a compositional range from 0 to 1, 286 

highlighting the similarity of the concentration-distance profiles for all measured major 287 

oxides. Diffusion distances (that is, the length of the diffusive zone) are very similar for 288 

each element, and in turn, higher in the shoshonitic melt than in the rhyolitic one. The 289 

observed shapes also support the semi-infinite behaviour of each half of the couple, since 290 

diffusion has only affected their central section. Although very weak uphill diffusion is 291 

observed in FeOT profiles (Figure 6b), since the deviation from normal diffusion 292 

behaviour is only small, Fe is included in the “normal diffusion group”. It is noteworthy 293 

that the uphill diffusion of FeOT profiles was not observed in the hydrous, HP 294 

experiments (González-García et al. 2017).  295 

Table 4 summarizes the measured effective binary diffusion (Zhang 2010) 296 

coefficients of the six major elements (Si, Ti, Fe, Mg. Ca, and K) with “normal” diffusion 297 
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behavior, as obtained from the Sauer and Freise (1963) method, as outlined above. The 298 

complete set of diffusion coefficients is given in Supplementary Table ii.  Diffusion 299 

coefficients have a small range of variation, as already inferred from the similarity of the 300 

concentration-distance profiles. Keeping a constant composition, variations in major 301 

element diffusivities are less than 0.3 log units (slightly above the estimated errors), 302 

clearly pointing to an extensive coupling between all major components. Comparing all 303 

data sets, Si tends to show the slowest diffusion, but the difference to other elements is 304 

small and usually within error. Within the compositional space, variations in diffusivity 305 

are clear and consistent. For a given element, diffusivities are 0.7 to 1 log unit faster in 306 

Lt58 compared to Rh70. The applied modified Boltzmann-Matano method produces 307 

smooth and continuous variations in which log D decreases linearly with the SiO2 308 

content, and this relationship improves notably when considering the sum Si+Al in molar 309 

fractions. These findings agree with published results from quartz dissolution 310 

experiments in basalt and rhyolite (Yu et al., 2019). In fact, Si diffusivities obtained in 311 

this work can be modeled within ±0.7 log units by using their Si diffusion equation. In 312 

spite of showing slight uphill diffusion (Figure 6) and the variable Fe2+/Fetot ratio, iron 313 

conforms to the remaining elements and shows a comparable behavior, as a consequence 314 

of diffusive coupling.  315 

However, additional insights on Si and Al diffusion can be obtained by modeling the 316 

profiles measured in the alumina to melt interface in AP-3 and AP-4 experiments. Results 317 

are reported in Supplementary Figure 1 and indicate that in the pure shoshonitic and 318 

rhyolitic melts, diffusion is up to 27 times faster in the shoshonite than in the rhyolite. 319 

These data are complementary to the concentration-dependent diffusivities and show that 320 
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Al diffusion in the absence of large compositional gradients is ca. 0.3 log units faster than 321 

Si. 322 

 323 

Arrhenius parameters 324 

The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients is expressed by the 325 

Arrhenius equation 326 

𝐷 = 𝐷0𝑒
−𝐸𝑎

𝑅𝑇⁄    (3) 327 

where D0 is the pre-exponential factor (m2/s), Ea is the activation energy (J/mol), R is the 328 

gas constant (J/mol K) and T is temperature (K). The Arrhenius parameters were 329 

calculated by linear fitting of the diffusion coefficients in a 1000/T vs. ln D diagram 330 

(Figure 7). 331 

Table 5 summarizes the Arrhenius parameters obtained by the linear fit, as 332 

represented in Figure 7.  Calculated activation energies range from 269 ± 20 kJ/mol to 333 

353 ± 27 kJ/mol for the Rh70 composition, and from 277 ± 62 kJ/mol to 366 ± 40 kJ/mol 334 

for Lt58. Ea values are slightly larger for mafic compositions than silicic ones, but 335 

variations are similar, in magnitude, to the estimated error. The lowest Ea was derived for 336 

Ti, while Si, Fe, Mg, Ca and K display comparable values and within error of each other. 337 

It is also noteworthy to mention the very small Ea range in Fe across the compositional 338 

spectrum (374-399 kJ/mol), located also in the high-end of our Ea range. This is probably 339 

related to the change in redox state of iron with melt composition (Figure 5). 340 

 341 

Discussion 342 

The compensation law for diffusion in shoshonite-rhyolite melts 343 
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The compensation law is an empirical relation suggested by Winchell (1969), 344 

describing a log-linear correlation between the Arrhenius parameters D0 and Ea. For 345 

diffusion in silicate melts that can be expressed as follows:  346 

𝐸𝑎 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 · 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷0   (4) 347 

where Ea and D0 are the Arrhenius parameters, and a and b are constants belonging to 348 

a particular melt composition. Various works have shown its validity for a variety of 349 

systems and components (e.g., Jambon 1982, Henderson et al. 1985, Koepke and Behrens 350 

2001, Holycross and Watson 2016). 351 

Data shown in Figure 8 clearly emphasizes a linear relation between log D0 and Ea for 352 

all four intermediate compositions, in all cases with a good correlation coefficient. The 353 

linear fits are parallel and shift towards higher Ea and log D0 with increasing silica 354 

content, although this shift is within the error of the Arrhenius parameters. This means 355 

that, although the compensation law is not highly sensitive to bulk melt composition, a 356 

single compensation law cannot be used for the whole compositional range in our 357 

experiments. It is interesting to notice that there is no discrimination between network 358 

formers (mainly Si) and network modifiers (mainly Mg, Ca, Na and K, with Ti and Fe 359 

acting in both ways). This good correlation points to the prevalence of the already 360 

mentioned diffusive coupling in the compensation law and suggests that the same process 361 

(e.g. breaking and reformation of T-O bonds, with T being Si or Al) is controlling the 362 

motion of all melt constituents. However, it should be noted that studies with larger 363 

databases have found larger scatter (e.g. Brady and Cherniak, 2010), making necessary a 364 

careful examination of the compensation law for each case. 365 

 366 
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Uphill diffusion 367 

As noted above, Al2O3 and Na2O show effects of strong uphill diffusion, in the form 368 

of a minimum in the rhyolitic side of the couples or a maximum in the shoshonitic side. 369 

In addition, a weak minimum appears in the FeOT profiles (Figure 6 b-d). However, no 370 

accompanying maximum or minimum is observed in the opposite side of the interface of 371 

the couple. This observation contrasts to uphill diffusion in simple synthetic systems 372 

(with lower or absent compositional contrast), where both a minimum and a maximum 373 

are observed to either side of the interface (e.g. Guo and Zhang 2016), and also to uphill 374 

diffusion phenomena in trace elements in the shoshonite-rhyolite system (Gonzalez-375 

Garcia et al. 2018), where asymmetric maximum-minimum shapes are always observed. 376 

This fact could be the consequence of faster diffusivity in the shoshonitic side for Al, and 377 

in the rhyolitic side for Na, as highlighted by Zhang et al., (2010).  This lack of maximum 378 

in one side of the couple was also observed in systems with non-infinite behaviour of the 379 

couple (Acosta-Vigil et al., 2002), but given the large size of our experiments (Figs. 2 380 

and 3), this is probably not the case here. In systems with large bulk compositional 381 

gradients, the existence of uphill diffusion is an indicator suggesting that elemental 382 

activity gradients control diffusive fluxes.  383 

Additional insights can be obtained by comparing the uphill diffusion profiles with 384 

those obtained by González-García et al. (2017) in diffusion couples using identical end-385 

members but at high pressure and hydrous conditions. Uphill diffusion in Al2O3 and, 386 

especially, Na2O, is more prominently visible in the atmospheric pressure experiments 387 

than in the high-pressure ones. Also, the weak minimum in the FeOT profiles appears, a 388 

feature that is absent in the FeOT profiles from high-P experiments (González-Garcia et 389 
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al. 2017). Considering iron, the observed change could be produced by the more 390 

oxidizing conditions in the atmospheric pressure experiments, where the higher relative 391 

abundance of the slower diffusing Fe3+ may be responsible for the observed behavior. 392 

This is consistent with Fe3+ behaving mainly as a network former, similar to Al3+, as 393 

opposed to the predominant role of Fe2+ as a network modifier (Mysen and Richet, 2005).  394 

 395 

Dependence of diffusivities on viscosity 396 

Some relations have been proposed to relate diffusivity and viscosity of melts. 397 

Possibly the most widely used of them is the Eyring equation (Glasstone et al., 1941), 398 

that relates diffusivity with viscosity, temperature and diffusive jump distance: 399 

𝐷 =
𝑘𝐵∙𝑇

𝜆∙𝜂
     (5) 400 

where T is the temperature (K) kB is the Boltzmann constant,  is the interatomic 401 

jump distance and  is the melt viscosity (Pa ∙ s). The Eyring equation has been found to 402 

be of limited applicability tin the study of silicate melts (e.g. Zhang et al., 2010), and 403 

there are variable levels of agreement between the Eyring equation and observed 404 

diffusivities in particular conditions.  405 

In order to be consistent with previous works (González-Garcia et al., 2017, 2018), a 406 

jump distance of 0.4 nm, roughly representing the value of atomic spacing in silicates 407 

(see also Fanara et al., 2017), was used to link viscosity and diffusivity. Melt viscosities 408 

were calculated by using the empirical viscosity model of Giordano et al. (2008). 409 

Calculated viscosities and Eyring diffusivities are listed in Table 4. Figure 9 shows a 410 

comparison between measured diffusivities and calculated Eyring diffusivities for the 411 

different elements and the intermediate melt compositions. We observe that within each 412 
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melt composition, trends are parallel to the value given by the Eyring equation, but they 413 

progressively diverge from that value with increasing silica content. In Lt58 composition, 414 

diffusivities are ca. 0.1-0.5 log units higher than Eyring diffusivity, and the difference 415 

increases to 0.9-1.2 log units in Rh70. In other words, the variation of diffusivity in the 416 

studied conditions is twofold: variation of temperature results in a log D variation 417 

concordant with the Eyring equation, while composition variation results in an increasing 418 

divergence from Eyring diffusivity with silica content (higher melt viscosities).  419 

 420 

Implications for the dependence of diffusivity on water content 421 

Data presented here allow to extend the hydrous diffusivity dataset (0.3-1.9 wt.% 422 

H2O) obtained at high pressures (50-500 MPa), since we use the identical shoshonitic and 423 

rhyolitic end-members and intermediate compositions reported in González-García et al. 424 

(2017). Since pressure has only minor effect on diffusion in in silicate melts (Zhang et al., 425 

2010) and the pressure range is relatively small, a direct comparison of the diffusivities 426 

obtained at both atmospheric and high-pressure conditions is possible. On the other hand, 427 

differences in iron redox state (notably more oxidizing conditions in the AP experiments 428 

relative to HP ones, see above) should not contribute significantly except in the case of 429 

iron. As already pointed out before, Fe2+/Fetot ratios are lower for the 1 atmosphere 430 

experiments than for the HP experiments. In addition, in the HP experiments the iron 431 

oxidation state depends also on water content, since hydrogen fugacity is fixed. For iron, 432 

Fe3+ diffusion is expected to be significantly slower than that of Fe2+, although existing 433 

data does not allow to quantify precisely this variation (Zhang et al. 2010). However, we 434 

do not expect a significant variation in Fe diffusivity due to the difference in oxygen 435 
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fugacity in the high-pressure vs atmospheric pressure experiments. Figure 10 shows the 436 

Si atmospheric pressure diffusion data (corrected for a temperature of 1200ºC by using 437 

the Arrhenius equations obtained above) plotted along hydrous high-pressure diffusion. 438 

The complete set of diagrams for all elements is available as Supplementary Figure 2.  439 

Diffusivities in AP experimental conditions, after temperature correction, are 0.6 to 440 

0.8 orders of magnitude below those measured at HP and 0.3 wt. % H2O. Such a 441 

difference is expected from viscosity studies in hydrous melts, where an important 442 

viscosity decrease is observed in the first 0.5 wt.% H2O, followed by a small decrease at 443 

2-2.5 wt. % H2O (Richet et al. 1996; Dingwell et al. 1996). In contrast, the difference in 444 

Fe2+/Fetot ratio between HP and AP experiments is not enough to influence viscosity 445 

significantly (Dingwell, 1991). Ti is apparently an exception showing only slight 446 

decrease in diffusivity relative to 0.3 wt.% H2O in the most mafic compositions 447 

(Supplementary Figure 2), but this must be taken with caution given the large error 448 

associated with Ti diffusivities.  449 

The best fit of the experimental data is obtained by considering a square root 450 

dependence on water concentration rather than a linear one, as suggested in Gonzalez-451 

Garcia et al (2017), in the following form: 452 

log D = a0 + a1∙w
0.5

 (6) 453 

where w is the water content in wt. % and a0 and a1 are fitting parameters. For SiO2, a0 454 

varies between -13.48 and -13.66, and a1 varies between, and 1.31 and 1.11, for Lt58 and 455 

Rh70, respectively, as reported in Figure 10. By using this approach, R2 value is greater 456 

than 0.91. The inclusion of the new atmospheric pressure dataset extends this trend and 457 

provides a better fit of the data. The observed trends agree well with published trends at 458 
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higher water contents, where diffusivities as a function of water increase quickly in the 459 

first 2-3 wt.% and become asymptotic for water concentrations higher than 4 wt.% H2O 460 

(e.g. Harrison and Watson 1983; Baker et al. 2002). The paucity of systematic data for 461 

hydrous melts in the literature prevents a direct comparison with trends showed here, but 462 

Zhang et al. (2010) noted proportionality between ln D and the square root of [H2O] for 463 

several trace elements (Y, La, Th, U).  Harrison and Watson (1983) and Baker et al. 464 

(2002) also observed similar behavior in Zr diffusion during zircon dissolution in 465 

variably hydrous haplogranitic melts. Although this kind of relationship has been 466 

suggested before, our dataset is the first where it has been consistently observed for a 467 

wide group of components. 468 

Recently, Yu et al (2019) suggested that the compositional dependence of Si 469 

diffusivity could be related to Si+Al in mole fraction, including H in the calculation as a 470 

cation. The authors find that the variations with H2O could be due to a dilution effect of 471 

Si+Al in the presence of H2O. In our dataset, we find that diffusivities at 1% and 2% H2O 472 

tend to converge to the same trend when this procedure is applied, but the drier 473 

experiments (0.02 and 0.3 wt.% H2O) fall below this trend. This might be an indication 474 

that at least part of the water effect could indeed be due to Si+Al dilution.  475 

 476 

Implications 477 

The data presented throughout this manuscript complements and expands the available 478 

datasets, providing information on diffusive behavior and Arrhenius relations of major 479 

elements in natural, complex multicomponent systems where large concentration 480 

gradients are present. We observed a widespread coupling between diffusivities of 481 
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different elements that contrasts to diffusion data obtained in systems lacking large 482 

compositional gradients, where a higher spread in diffusivities is observed (e.g. Zhang 483 

2010). This is in agreement with available data in similar systems (Watson 1982; Zhang 484 

et al. 1989) and points to complex interactions between melt components resulting in 485 

coupled diffusion fluxes. In addition, Rossi et al. (2017) observed a similar coupling 486 

concentration decay rates among major elements (except Na) in chaotic mixing 487 

experiments using the same end-members. In consequence, although more restricted in 488 

practical use, our data is potentially more useful in the study of natural magmatic 489 

systems. 490 

Furthermore, our results improve the knowledge on water dependence of diffusion in 491 

the shoshonite-rhyolite system by extending the available dataset towards the dry end of 492 

the spectrum, where large variations are expected. González-García et al. (2017) already 493 

showed that in the restricted range from 0.3 to 1.9 wt.%, variations can be assumed 494 

linear, but this is no longer true in the range from essentially dry melts to 0.3 wt.%. Since 495 

natural melts are rarely dry, and most of the available dataset of diffusivities in natural 496 

melts are from dry experiments, our dataset contributes to close the gap between 497 

laboratory data and natural environments. A particular field of application of our new 498 

data is the study of the chemical exchange of magma mixing events. Here we show that 499 

in essentially dry melts (in the order of 0.02 wt.% H2O), diffusivities of major elements 500 

are up to 2 orders of magnitude slower than those at ca. 2 wt.% H2O. This difference can 501 

lead to an overestimate of diffusion derived timescales up to a factor of 100 if dry 502 

diffusivities are used instead of wet ones.  503 
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This is particularly useful to interpret dynamic mixing experiments where it is only 504 

possible to work at atmospheric pressure (e.g. Morgavi et al. 2015, Rossi et al. 2017). An 505 

interesting point comes from the basic observation that both temperature and water 506 

content produce a significant increase in diffusivity, although in widely different ways. 507 

Diffusivity is related to temperature by the Arrhenius equation (3), and to water content 508 

by the square-root equation (6). Since some magma mixing laboratory experiments are 509 

performed at room pressure and hence in essentially water-free melts, this could help to 510 

approximate laboratory data to natural magma mixing examples, where the involved 511 

melts are rarely dry. In principle, water content could be mimicked by increasing 512 

experiment temperature by a certain amount, but these corrections would only be 513 

approximate because of the different water dependence of each major element diffusivity, 514 

and also because of differences in behavior produced by bulk chemistry.  515 

Our data can also aid the interpretation of the chemical trends observed in mixed 516 

volcanic and plutonic. Here we observe that Na and Al (and to a minor extent, Fe) can 517 

fractionate towards one of the melts by the effect of uphill diffusion, leading to strongly 518 

nonlinear correlations to other major elements. Such correlations have been observed in 519 

nature (Weidendofer et al. 2014; Morgavi et al. 2016). Moreover, given the apparent 520 

increase in compositional variability produced by elements diffusing uphill in the early 521 

stages of mixing (González-Garcia et al. 2018), some caution is needed in the use of Na 522 

and Al to obtain timescales based on concentration variance. 523 

Our results are likely to be of interest in the study of volcanic systems where similar 524 

melts are known to interact. In Vulcano, the last millennium of activity has produced 525 

magmas from shoshonitic and latitic to rhyolitic compositions, and at lest the latter two 526 
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are known to interact in the shallow volcanic system (Vetere et al., 2015, Rossi et al., 527 

2019, Bullock et al., 2019, Nicotra et al, 2018). In fact, combining chemical compositions 528 

of banded pumices and mixing experiments using latite and rhyolite as end-members 529 

suggest mixing timescales in the order of tens of hours (Rossi et al., 2019) for recent 530 

eruptions at Vulcano.  531 
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Table captions 725 

 726 

Table 1. Composition of end-members, normalized to a water-free basis. Iron is given 727 

as total ferrous iron oxide (FeOT). End-member data are the average composition based 728 

on 10 microprobe data points measured on the starting materials melted in air.  729 

 730 
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Table 2. Run conditions of the diffusion couple experiments and estimated effective 731 

dwell times. 732 

 733 

Table 3. Compositions of the rhyolitic (Rhy) and shoshonitic (Sho) ends of the 734 

concentration-distance profiles and the intermediate compositions where diffusivities are 735 

extracted, for all four experiments. End-member compositions are the average of the 736 

extreme 5 points of each profile. Distance from the interface for each composition is also 737 

listed.  738 

 739 

Table 4. Diffusion coefficients calculated using the Sauer and Freise (1963) modified 740 

Bolztmann-Matano method.  741 

 742 

Table 5. Arrhenius parameters of major elements obtained by linear fitting of 1/T vs ln 743 

D plots. 744 

 745 

 746 

Figure captions 747 

 748 

Figure 1. Total alkali versus silica diagram, showing the end-member compositions as 749 

well as the four intermediate compositions where diffusivities were extracted.  750 

 751 

Figure 2: Sketch showing the experimental setup and dimensions of the crucible and 752 

glasses. 753 



 

35 
 

 754 

Figure 3: Example of experimental product. (a) Image mosaic of a 300 μm thick 755 

section of a diffusion couple (run AP-1), with dark shoshonite glass in the bottom and 756 

light rhyolite on top. (b) and (c) EPMA back-scattered electron (BSE) images of the 757 

interface are of two experiments (run AP-1 and run AP-3, respectively). The local 758 

disturbances associated to bubbles were avoided during analyses.  759 

 760 

Figure 4: Heat-up ramps as measured by a thermocouple located ca. 0.5 cm cm above 761 

the crucible. 762 

 763 

Figure 5: Iron oxidation state measured by a wet-chemical method (Schuessler et al., 764 

2008) from far-field end-member glasses in the diffusion experiments. 765 

 766 

Figure 6: Concentration-distance profiles for (a) major element oxides with normal 767 

diffusion profiles, with concentrations of individual oxides recalculated to a range of 0 to 768 

1; (b) FeOT profile alone, showing very weak uphill diffusion (see inset); (c) Al2O3, and 769 

(d) Na2O, showing the effects of prominent uphill diffusion. Data from experiment AP-3 770 

(1274 ºC). 771 

 772 

Figure 7. Arrhenius relationships of the six analyzed major elements.  773 

 774 

Figure 8. Compensation law for major element diffusion. 775 

 776 
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Figure 9. Measured diffusion coefficients plotted against Eyring diffusivities 777 

calculated from equation (5).   778 

 779 

Figure 10. Water versus Si diffusivity diagram combining data at atmospheric 780 

pressure (this work) and high pressure (González-García et al., 2017). The atmospheric 781 

data has been corrected for temperature by using the Arrhenius equation (Table 4). The 782 

full set of diagrams is available in the Supplementary Materials. 783 



Table 1

wt.% σ wt.% σ
SiO2 53.34 ±0.77 73.20 ±0.67

TiO2 0.69 ±0.04 0.11 ±0.03

Al2O3 16.42 ±0.15 13.84 ±0.31

FeOT 8.14 ±0.28 2.14 ±0.26

MnO 0.21 ±0.13 0.08 ±0.09
MgO 4.64 ±0.10 0.18 ±0.04
CaO 8.04 ±0.18 0.92 ±0.18
Na2O 5.46 ±0.21 4.22 ±0.20

K2O 3.05 ±0.07 5.31 ±0.06

Shoshonite Rhyolite



Table 2

Run T (ºC) σ
Effective 

heatup time 
(s)

Eff. 
Duration (s)

AP-1 1230 ±3 210 14230
AP-2 1322 ±3 161 14241
AP-3 1274 ±3 186 14226
AP-4 1413 ±3 151 14261



Table 4

Run AP1 σ AP3 σ AP2 σ AP4 σ
H2O (wt%)1 0.021 ±0.004 0.021 ±0.004
T (K) 1503 ±3 1547 ±3 1595 ±3 1683 ±3
Number of profiles 1 2 2 1
Lt58 (Latite)
log η (η in Pa s)a 2.81 2.51 2.21 1.7
lod D (Eyring)b -13.10 -12.78 -12.47 -11.94
log D (D in m2/s) Si -13.05 ±0.16 -12.60 ±0.13 -12.21 ±0.08 -11.52 ±0.11

Ti -12.76 ±0.21 -12.57 ±0.16 -12.04 ±0.15 -11.70 ±0.19
Fe -12.83 ±0.16 -12.33 ±0.14 -12.05 ±0.15 -11.38 ±0.18
Mg -12.91 ±0.09 -12.46 ±0.11 -12.02 ±0.09 -11.56 ±0.14
Ca -12.92 ±0.18 -12.58 ±0.11 -12.14 ±0.08 -11.53 ±0.15
K -13.02 ±0.17 -12.54 ±0.09 -12.25 ±0.13 -11.39 ±0.12

Tr62 (Trachyte)
log η (η in Pa s)a 3.28 2.98 2.67 2.15
lod D (Eyring)b -13.57 -13.25 -12.93 -12.39
log D (D in m2/s) Si -13.35 ±0.15 -12.87 ±0.13 -12.68 ±0.13 -12.00 ±0.11

Ti -13.00 ±0.20 -12.79 ±0.16 -12.36 ±0.17 -12.01 ±0.19
Fe -13.19 ±0.20 -12.60 ±0.14 -12.40 ±0.17 -11.72 ±0.18
Mg -13.16 ±0.10 -12.83 ±0.11 -12.40 ±0.12 -12.01 ±0.14
Ca -13.19 ±0.13 -12.80 ±0.11 -12.48 ±0.10 -11.94 ±0.15
K -13.27 ±0.13 -12.76 ±0.09 -12.54 ±0.13 -11.74 ±0.12

Tr66 (Trachyte)
log η (η in Pa s)a 3.74 3.43 3.2 2.58
lod D (Eyring)b -14.03 -13.70 -13.46 -12.82
log D (D in m2/s) Si -13.48 ±0.13 -12.99 ±0.13 -12.90 ±0.15 -12.22 ±0.11

Ti -13.13 ±0.18 -12.87 ±0.16 -12.56 ±0.13 -12.17 ±0.19
Fe -13.35 ±0.18 -12.80 ±0.14 -12.58 ±0.15 -11.87 ±0.18
Mg -13.31 ±0.10 -13.01 ±0.11 -12.58 ±0.11 -12.16 ±0.14
Ca -13.32 ±0.11 -12.91 ±0.11 -12.68 ±0.10 -12.16 ±0.15
K -13.40 ±0.11 -12.91 ±0.09 -12.72 ±0.13 -11.94 ±0.12

Rh70 (Rhyolite)
log η (η in Pa s)a 4.2 3.88 3.56 3.01
lod D (Eyring)b -14.49 -14.15 -13.82 -13.25
log D (D in m2/s) Si -13.63 ±0.11 -13.11 ±0.13 -13.03 ±0.12 -12.41 ±0.11

Ti -13.28 ±0.18 -12.93 ±0.16 -12.70 ±0.13 -12.33 ±0.19
Fe -13.52 ±0.15 -13.01 ±0.14 -12.70 ±0.10 -11.98 ±0.18
Mg -13.47 ±0.10 -13.10 ±0.11 -12.71 ±0.09 -12.32 ±0.14
Ca -13.48 ±0.09 -13.00 ±0.11 -12.82 ±0.08 -12.35 ±0.15
K -13.57 ±0.09 -13.05 ±0.09 -12.85 ±0.13 -12.12 ±0.12

a Dry melt viscosity as calcutated with the general viscosity model of Giordano (2008)
b Eyring diffusivities calculated following eq. (5), assuming a jump distance of 0.4 nm.



Table 5

Si 2.32 ±0.71 404 ±28 0.999
Ti -5.95 ±2.86 294 ±38 0.984
Fe -0.55 ±1.89 375 ±48 0.992
Mg -0.88 ±2.38 359 ±31 0.978
Ca 0.23 ±0.90 375 ±27 0.997
K 4.12 ±1.92 426 ±33 0.994

Si -2.98 ±1.95 346 ±39 0.986
Ti -8.00 ±2.61 274 ±34 0.975
Fe -0.27 ±3.26 374 ±48 0.976
Mg -5.49 ±2.38 309 ±36 0.979
Ca -3.87 ±1.13 330 ±36 0.996
K 1.13 ±2.55 395 ±33 0.961

Si -5.50 ±2.98 318 ±39 0.966
Ti -9.60 ±3.06 258 ±41 0.994
Fe -0.34 ±2.63 378 ±48 0.985
Mg -5.65 ±1.99 312 ±38 0.985
Ca -6.41 ±1.70 302 ±36 0.990
K -0.91 ±2.75 374 ±33 0.983

Si -6.81 ±2.98 305 ±39 0.958
Ti -10.58 ±3.10 258 ±39 0.985
Fe 0.90 ±1.61 399 ±38 0.995
Mg -6.45 ±2.44 305 ±33 0.977
Ca -7.99 ±2.75 286 ±30 0.970
K -1.34 ±2.67 372 ±31 0.984

Component lnD 0 (m
2/s)

 Lt58

 Tr62

 Tr66

 Rh70

σ Ea (kJ/mol) σ R2 of fit



Table 3

Rhy Rh70 Tr66 Tr62 Lt58 Sho

x (µm) -262 -12 9 21 42 691
SiO2 72.91 70.35 66.09 61.93 58.06 53.76
TiO2 0.12 0.19 0.29 0.46 0.57 0.71
Al2O3 13.77 13.14 14.09 14.90 15.85 16.21
FeOT 2.25 2.96 4.23 5.60 6.91 8.48
MgO 0.25 1.17 1.87 2.73 3.26 4.48
CaO 0.86 1.84 3.12 4.77 6.23 8.01
Na2O 4.57 5.15 5.54 5.23 5.40 5.26
K2O 5.26 5.20 4.77 4.38 3.72 3.08

x (µm) -565 -48 8 48 129 1371
SiO2 72.97 70.13 66.11 62.09 58.17 53.76
TiO2 0.11 0.16 0.27 0.41 0.56 0.73
Al2O3 13.88 13.83 14.68 15.13 15.81 16.11
FeOT 2.24 2.69 4.24 5.25 6.50 8.44
MgO 0.27 1.07 1.73 2.49 3.28 4.53
CaO 0.91 1.89 3.00 4.54 6.19 8.06
Na2O 4.41 5.11 5.09 5.67 5.65 5.29
K2O 5.20 5.12 4.87 4.42 3.84 3.09

x (µm) -481 -33 -7 20 52 974
SiO2 73.02 69.99 66.16 62.28 58.09 54.12
TiO2 0.13 0.19 0.25 0.38 0.60 0.76
Al2O3 13.65 12.98 13.57 14.73 15.48 15.99
FeOT 2.21 3.04 4.60 5.10 6.74 8.05
MgO 0.26 1.33 1.83 2.62 3.43 4.48
CaO 1.02 2.22 3.50 4.80 6.31 8.20
Na2O 4.36 5.13 5.22 5.67 5.44 5.19
K2O 5.35 5.11 4.86 4.42 3.92 3.22

x (µm) -1008 -76 -25 38 151 1941
SiO2 73.11 69.92 66.25 62.43 58.02 54.26
TiO2 0.10 0.16 0.31 0.40 0.65 0.73
Al2O3 13.64 13.26 13.82 14.85 15.54 16.11
FeOT 2.17 2.91 4.23 5.38 6.66 8.20
MgO 0.27 1.33 1.68 2.49 3.50 4.49
CaO 1.05 2.27 3.76 4.82 6.60 8.27
Na2O 4.33 5.10 5.18 5.24 5.02 4.79
K2O 5.34 5.05 4.78 4.39 4.02 3.16

Experiment AP-1

Experiment AP-2

Experiment AP-4

Experiment AP-3
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